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Short overviews of faculty research:
Catalog: 1996 Faculty Research Catalog
More details of specific projects:
AUV: Autonomous Underwater Vehicle - Research in AI and Robotics.
Aqua Robot: Research in Artificial Intelligence and Robotics.
CAPS: Computer Aided Prototyping System - Research in Software Engineering
CISR: Center for INFOSEC Studies and Research.
IIRG: Information Infrastructure Research Group - Forging the Future, Today.
MARIE: Caption-based picture libraries.
NPSNET: Research in Virtual Reality and Graphics.
YAMABICO: Research in Multisensor Mobile Robotics.
EOD: Explosive Ordnance Division - Research in Robotis.
TS: Trusted Systems - Research in Computer Security.
PARALLEL: Parallel Computing - Research in Parallel Computing.
ATSC: Advanced Type Systems - Research in Type Theory for Practical Programming Languages.
SE: Software Engineering Research.
Tellus:High Resolution Terrain Modeling and Battlefield Visualization.
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